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Date: 18th October 2023 

Mode of Lecture:  Offline 

Title: Court Visit “Ahmedabad District (Rural) Magistrate Court, Mirzapur, Ahmedabad” 

No. of Students Participated: 30 

No. of faculties Participated: 01 

No. of external Participated (if any):  

A.  Objectives of the Court Visit: 

The primary purpose of this visit is to facilitate a practical understanding of the legal system in rural 

areas, and specifically, the role of the Magistrate Court in resolving disputes and delivering justice. 

The visit aims to achieve the following: 

1. Enhance Legal Literacy: To promote awareness and understanding of legal procedures and rights 

among participants, contributing to legal literacy in rural communities. 

2. Provide Exposure: To offer participants, including students, legal professionals, and community 

members, an opportunity to witness court proceedings and interact with legal experts in a rural 

setting. 

3. Promote Access to Justice: To underscore the importance of accessible justice and the role of the 

Magistrate Court in delivering justice to the rural population. 

B.  Benefits of Court Visit: 

This Court Visit gave an opportunity to understand the actual need of co- ordination in the justice 

system. The visit included an in-depth study of the day to day functioning of the Civil and Criminal 

Courts, at different levels and over a vast variety of cases.  

C.  About the Court Visit 

Rai University School of Law organized a visit to the Ahmedabad District Court (Rural) to make 

students aware about the procedures of the district court, and they can see for themselves how the 

things are carried out in real life. The students gathered around 10:30 and then the visit was started at 

11:00 a.m., with the guidance of the faculty coordinator. 

D.  Glimpse of the Event 

Thirty students from School of Law, visited the Ahmedabad District (Rural) Magistrate Court, 

Ahmedabad, on 18th October, 2023. The students were accompanied by Ms. Tamanna Khatri, 

Assistant Professor at the School of Law, Rai University. 



The day started with a brief note given to the students about the Court and court rooms by Advocate 

Sanjay V. Thakkar, who is practicing Advocate at Ahmedabad District (Rural) Magistrate Court. He 

guided all the students and dictated the Jurisdiction of the different courts. 

The student obtained valuable knowledge by S. V. Thakkar, he explained Court proceedings in detail 

and suggested students to read case laws and understand the rationale behind the cases and the 

decisions. The students visited different Court Rooms and observed Court Proceedings. The visit 

came to an end at 03:00 p.m. enlightening the students with such facts which brought out the 

difference in the proceedings between the Ahmedabad District (Rural) Magistrate Court and Hon’ble 

High Court as well as for explaining the difference in the jurisdiction between the Ahmedabad District 

(Rural) Magistrate Court and High Court. 

 

 


